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Integrated Solutions for Physical Security
Physical Security Questions & Unisys
Answers
Can’t get a single dashboard view of physical & logical
security systems? Unisys lets you leverage converged
technologies for amplified security capabilities across
physical and logical domains along with real-time
actionable intelligence for effective security management.
Can’t determine what identity management solution
to put in place? Let us show you how we authenticate
“something you have” (a smart phone), “something you
know” (a PIN/ passphrase), “something you are” (multimodal biometrics, e.g. face, voice), and “somewhere
you are” (GPS ) to confirm that the end-user is genuine
before they access your data.
Can’t store your video, images, audio and other media
securely so that its integrity is accepted in criminal or
civil proceedings? Let us show you how our Unisys SIMS
manages all digital evidence in a secure way that gives
you confidence, supporting digital justice processes.
Can’t reduce operational costs while maintaining
security levels? We can show you how to maximize value
of existing and future security investments by leveraging
open, standards-based designs, migration strategies and
methodologies.
Can’t securely provide mobile user authentication? Let
us show you how we provide multiple levels and types
of authentication, authorization to prevent identity theft.
Can’t verify people’s identities with confidence and
accuracy with so many channels? Unisys IM solution
has Multi Factor Authentication, robust analytical engine
and multi modal biometric capabilities based on our
layered security concept that provides a fine balance
between security and convenience to ensure that.

Identity fraud and unauthorized access towards corporate assets
continue to be pressing concerns for enterprises. With the proliferation
of channels & devices, personal as well as corporate information
has become extremely vulnerable to external and internal threats.
Physical security is a valuable tool for companies in combating these
types of attacks.
Physical Security allows enterprises to monitor all video and other
captured physical security data for a holistic view of any unusual
behavior, tie user access to corporate data by their identification at
the physical perimeter and integrate with security infrastructure to
shut down access if unauthorized activity is detected.
Unisys converged Identity & Access Management solution enables
organizations to reach the goal of One Identity, One Credential. Our
Fraud Detection solutions improve defenses against large-scale
fraud by detecting relationships and collusion of multiple individuals,
synchronized events and fraud scenarios spanning multiple channels.
We can also manage all your image processing, storage and security
requirements so you can focus on your core business.

Unisys Physical Security Portfolio
Unisys Security Solutions unifies physical and logical security for the
most affordable, operational, actionable physical and IT perimeter
security – and we do that well.
Identity Management: Our state-of-the-art, service-oriented platform
protects user data by identifying individuals in a system and controlling
their access to resources by associating user rights and restrictions
with their identity, thus protecting against identity theft/breach, and
frauds. This is achieved through Multi Factor Authentication (MFA), a
unique multi-layer approach, customized to each organization’s
security requirements, and unifies multi modal biometric types with
non-biometric credentials.

Security Solutions Award Winning Portfolio:

Counterfeit and Fraud Detection: Unisys provides real-time and
proven solutions for anti-money laundering, terrorism financing
activities, fraud detection and risk management. Our solutions
help enterprises combat sophisticated fraudulent attacks before
they occur. The system can detect and track collusion among a
group of individuals, relate multiple events into potential criminal
scenarios, and conduct comprehensive situational analysis in
real time.
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Unisys Security Award Winning Solutions for:

 Image Processing
 Counterfeit and Fraud Detection

EXPERIENCED PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
TECHNICAL

STRATEGIC

 Testing

 CISO Advisory

 Incident Response

 Security Assessments

 Architecture

 Security Planning

Data Center Consolidation
It’s time to try a fresh approach to security, from a provider that’s
innovatively solved many of the problems you face today. Unisys
Security is a fully integrated business of global technology provider
Unisys Corporation. To get more information or to schedule a
discussion and demonstration, please contact your Unisys sales
executive or click on www.unisys.com/security to get started.

 Systems Integration
Location Perimeter and Security Surveillance: Comprehensive,
end-to-end integration of disparate security systems and sensors
to remove data silos and gaps in our customers’ security
architecture that may be exploited by unauthorized users on
their networks. Our trusted expert advisors with real world
experience custom architect solutions depending on each
customers’ requirements through the entire project life cycle.
Image Processing: Secure Image Management Systems [SIMS]
at the core of our solution is an award-winning digital evidence
vault - securing and storing images and other multimedia content
in an information archive, offloading that time, management
and risk to Unisys so you can focus on your business.
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